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Automobile is much more than just a means of transportation. 
A group of car marks and models aimed at wealthy buyers is termed “luxury 

cars” 
The top 10 countdown of the best luxury cars is going to be presented. 
The history and short description of Mersedess S-class; its illustration, estimated 

price  and technical features.  
The Range Rover SUV is one of the most comfortable and refined luxury cars; 

its illustration, price  and technical features.  
The Audi A8 is the perfect solid  car for the driver who doesn't want to stand out 

from the crowd; its illustration, price  and technical features. 
The Jaguar XJ is a sports luxury car. It is considered to be the most handsome 

car in this list; its illustration, price  and technical features. 
The Porsche Panamera is the most popular sports luxury car. This is a car you 

want to drive, rather than be driven in; its illustration, price  and technical features. 
BMW 7 Series is a big and comfortable entertaining saloon build in best 

BMW’s tradition; its illustration, estimated price  and technical features.  
The Bentley  Flying Spur highly combines luxury and sporting appeal like few 

other cars.There's plenty of fun to have from the driver's seat, but cars like this are 
more about life from the passenger seats; its illustration, estimated price  and 
technical features.  

The current Maserati Quattroporte is the best of sports saloon cars . Maserati's 
sports car know-how means the Quattroporte offers a great driving experience on 
twisting roads, yet not at the expense of comfort; its illustration, estimated price  and 
technical features.  

The Rolls-Royce Ghost is unparalleled in offering the full luxury car experience. 
It is powered by a 6.6-litre V12 engine which guarantees huge performance; its 
illustration, estimated price  and technical features.    

Lexus LS is a technological tour-de-force. It offers an incredibly smooth ride 
and is very comfortable as a result; its illustration, estimated price  and technical 
features.  

Cars of premium class are very expensive. They are popular in highly developed 
countries. Such cars are not much widespread in Ukraine because of its difficult 
economic position. However our country has great potential for the development and 
spread of cars of luxury class. 


